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Brown University dorm strategy

In the 1950s, Brown was tearing down entire blocks of buildings to build new
dormitories. What many may not realize is that part of the reason they undertook that
development was that Brown students living in neighborhoods around campus were
causing significant quality of life issues. These issues are repeating themselves today,
and so here we are.

Early last year, before lockdown, Brown presented to our Planning & Architectural
Review Committee. We were pleased to learn that their chosen architects were known
for designing campus buildings that managed the transition between town and gown.
Unfortunately, what we see here tonight doesn’t relate to anything on College Hill,
certainly not along Power Street. It relates - in scale and massing - to former mill
buildings along the banks of the Woonasquatucket River.

Following a presentation by Brown and architect Noah Biklen, we discussed and
communicated with them the challenge they had before them, which was how Brown
can successfully house more students “on campus” and introduce two large dormitory
buildings into the College Hill National Historic register District without compromising
the neighborhood’s character and value. This location where the Institutional zone
meets the neighborhood. There needs to be more negotiation with the community.

Our letter to Brown made several points, but seems to have been ignored for the most
part.

The first point is that we find the demolition of three more residential buildings which
contribute to the College Hill National Register Historic District to be unacceptable. It is
harmful to the neighborhood and to the historic district that Brown has demolished, or
caused to be demolished, 37 structures between 1995-2015.

Two, we remarked that it is the university’s responsibility to mitigate its institutional
impact on abutting historic residential and commercial districts. They can do this, in part,
by ensuring that buildings at the edges must step down in scale to soften these
junctions and make harmonious transitions. The buildings at this location should have a
reduced height and massing while the height of the main mass could be higher - this is
where YOU come in.



Third, we encouraged Brown to activate the street façades of the buildings on Brook
street as much as possible. This is also partially in your purview.

Finally, we said that the design of the new dorm’s Power Street edge should reflect the
scale of the local historic district. We said its overall design should be compatible with
the adjacent Vartan Gregorian dormitory complex. What we didn’t say but want to make
clear is that PPS is not in favor of faux historicism or brick colonial pastiche. Though
that is often what architects default to when we preservationists express opposition to
their first design.

With regard to their request tonight, I want to point out the following:

● The context is Power Street, a mostly intact residential street from Water Street
to Gano Street.

● The exceptions to this residential character are the open parking lots, parking
garage and several dorms, all owned by Brown University.

● This is not an appropriate size or scale. It is far too large. The massing is too
large on both Power Street and Brook Street.

● Finally, the form of these designs will have an adverse effect on the historic
district. For one thing, flat roofs and mostly unrelieved five story walls do not
relate to the character of Power Street.

Before I close, I want to note that the design came as a surprise to the neighborhood.
While Brown presented to several community organizations a year ago, that was in
preparation for their IMP amendment at CPC. The design at that time was not fully
thought out, as evidenced by our feedback to them. Though there has been no
communication since, they seek approval for massing and scale tonight, both of which
we find troublesome based on the submitted design.

While this is a meeting for conceptual approval, it is important that the massing and
scale be addressed through design before they are granted conceptual approval.

We believe you should deny this request for approval, or continue the meeting so Brown
can fully understand AND address through a revised design the neighborhood’s
concerns about the proposed design.




